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1 Introduction
environment
BMI160 is a highly integrated low power MEMS inertial measurement unit (IMU) that includes a
16-bit 3-axis accelerometer (ACC) and a 16-bit 3-axis gyroscope (GYR). Each BMI160 is factory
calibrated, trimmed and tested. The ACC zero-g offsets and GYR zero-rate offsets of each
BMI160 are stored in the non-volatile memory (NVM). After power up or soft reset these offset
values will automatically be loaded from NVM to the image registers from 0x71 to 0x77.
However, after BMI160 is soldered on the PCB or the PCB is assembled in the final product, the
offsets of BMI160 may be a little away from their trimmed values due to the mechanical stress
and misalignment. Users can perform inline calibration to remove these offsets in their mass
product lines by placing the PCB flat or the final product flat with BMI160 Z axis pointing to sky
and X/Y axes horizontal, for example.
BMI160 has built-in two offset compensation methods for both ACC and GYR which are called
fast offset compensation (FOC) and manual offset compensation (MOC).
FOC is a one-shot process to automatically generate and place new offset values into the
image registers according to the predefined target values when stationary. For GYR X/Y/Z axes,
the target values will be 0 degree per second (dps) when at rest. For ACC X/Y/Z axes, the
target values can be, for example 0g/0g/+1g when the BMI160 is placed flat in users’ mass
production lines.
MOC means that users manually write new offset values into the Image registers through digital
interface. For example, if a user performed his own calibration and determined the new offset
values, then he can save these offset values into his MCU flash memory. In the future he can
always manually load these values from his MCU flash memory and write them to BMI160
image registers.
When image registers have new offset values from FOC or MOC, users can set the gyr_off_en
bit-7 and acc_off_en bit-6 in register 0x77 for the offset compensation to take effect. This means
that these new offset values in the image registers will be added to the raw measurements to
remove the offsets. For example, if one axis has positive offset then the corresponding image
register will have negative value to cancel it. If the gyr_off_en bit-7 and acc_off_en bit-6 in
register 0x77 are not set, then the new offset values in image registers will not be used for offset
compensation.
Inline calibration is the process to permanently write the new offset values in those image
registers which are either automatically generated by FOC or manually written by users from
MOC into the NVM. This will overwrite the factory trimmed values of the BMI160. Therefore,
when the BMI160 is powered on next time, these new offset values will be loaded from NVM to
the image registers and used for offset compensation automatically.
This document presents both BMI160 ACC and GYR inline calibration using FOC method with
sample codes included.
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2 Hardware and software setup
environment
The hardware setup is as shown in Figure 1. BMI160 shuttle board is plugged onto the
application base board APP2.0. Then the APP2.0 board is connected to a PC’s USB port.

Application
base board
APP2.0

BMI160 shuttle
board

Figure 1 Hardware setup
The Windows demo software Development Desktop 2.0 (DD2.0) that is running on the PC can
be used for users to configure BMI160 registers and evaluate its features.

Figure 2 BMI160 ACC and GYR offsets before FOC
It can be seen in Figure 2 that after power up, BMI160 ACC X/Y/Z zero-g offsets are 0x00 in
image registers from 0x71 to 0x73. But BMI160 GYR X/Y/Z zero-rate offsets are not all 0x00 in
image registers from 0x74 to 0x77. This because these values are reserved for internal use.
Users can ignore these non-zero values for GYR offset image registers.
It also can be seen in Figure 2 that when BMI160 ACC is set to ±2g full scale range normal
mode and GYR is set to ±2000dos full scale range, ACC and GYR have the following offset
values according to the waveforms.
 ACC_X_offset (green) = -70mg; ACC_Y_offset (yellow) = 39mg; While ACC_Z_offset
(red) is not shown because it is around +1g out of the screenshot.
 GYR_X_offset (green) = GYR_Y_offset (yellow) = -0.5dps; GYR_Z_offset (red) =
-0.15dps.
For ACC FOC, users need to select the target values for example 0g/0g/+1g in this case as
shown in Figure 3.
ACC and GYR
offsets waveforms

Image registers
Figure 2 BMI160 ACC and GYR offsets before FOC
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It can be seen in Figure 2 that after power-up, the image registers from 0x71 to 0x73 have all
zero values for ACC X/Y/Z offsets,
while image registers from 0x74 to 0x77 don’t have all zero
environment
values for GYR X/Y/Z offsets. These non-zero values for GYR offsets are reserved for internal
use and can be ignored.
It also can be seen in Figure 2 that when BMI160 is placed flat on the table stationary, the ACC
and GYR offsets’ waveforms are not close to 0g and 0dps due to the mechanical stress from
PCB assembly. ACC_X offset (green) is about -70mg and ACC_Y offset (yellow) is about 39mg,
while GYR_X offset (green) = GYR_Y offset (yellow) = -0.5dps and GYR_Z offset (red) is about
-0.15dps. Please note that ACC Z axis is around +1g, it is out of the screenshot and not shown
in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows how to use the DD2.0 SW to perform both ACC and GYR FOC as an example.
After FOC the new offset values for ACC and GYR are automatically placed in the image
registers and both ACC and GYR offsets’ waveforms are close to 0g and 0dps. For ACC Z axis
the waveform will be close to +1g which is not shown in Figure 3.

ACC and GYR offsets
close to 0 after FOC

Image registers with new
offset values after FOC
Figure 3 BMI160 ACC and GYR offsets after FOC
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3 BMI160 incline calibration
environment
BMI160 inline calibration includes two steps. The first step is to get new offset values in image
registers by FOC or MOC. The second step is to write these new offset values back to NVM.
Image registers from 0x71 to 0x73 are for ACC X/Y/Z axis offset respectively with one byte each
in 2’s complement. Each LSB is 3.9mg regardless of full scale range. Therefore, the maximum
offset compensation range is ±128LSBs * 3.9mg/LSB = ±0.5g.
Image registers from 0x74 to 0x77 are for GYR X/Y/Z axis offset respectively with 10-bit
resolution in 2’s complement. Each LSB is 0.061dps. Therefore, the maximum offset
compensation range is ±512LSBs * 3.9mg/LSB = ±31.2dps.
For example in Figure 3, after FOC, register 0x71 (ACC_X) has the new offset value of 0x11 =
17LSBs = 17 * 3.9 = 66.3mg to cancel out -70mg offset in Figure 2. Similarly, register 0x72
(ACC_Y) has the new offset value of 0xF6 = -10LSBs = -10 * 3.9 = -39mg to cancel out the
39mg offset.
For GYR, after FOC, bit-1 and bit-0 in register 0x77 together with register 0x74 (GYR_X) has
the new offset value of 0x007 = 7LSBs = 7 * 0.061 = 0.427dps to cancel out -0.5dps offset in
Figure 2. Similarly, bit-3 and bit-2 in register 0x77 together with register 0x75 (GYR_Y) has the
new offset value of 0x008 = 8LSBs = 8 * 0.061 = 0.488dps to cancel out -0.5dps offset. Again,
bit-5 and bit-4 in register 0x77 together with register 0x76 (GYR_Z) has the new offset value of
0x003 = 3LSBs = 3 * 0.061 = 0.183dps to cancel out -0.15dps offset.
FOC for ACC and GYR can be performed at the same time or separately. Since GYR offsets
need to be updated and compensated by the software, users usually only perform BMI160 ACC
inline calibration in their final product. Section 3.1 shows the sample code about how to perform
FOC for ACC with optional GYR. Section 3.2 presents sample code about how to write new
offset values into NVM.
3.1

Sample code for FOC

The following is the pseudo code for BMI160 FOC. The product should be stationary at a certain
position, for example, BMI160 ACC X = Y = 0g and Z = +1g. The code below with blue color is
not needed if the user doesn’t perform GYR FOC.
void BMI160_FOC(void)
{
char value;
// basic configurations
Write value of 0xB6 to register 0x7E;
Delay 50ms;
Write value of 0x11 to register 0x7E;
Delay 5ms;
Write value of 0x15 to register 0x7E;
Delay 80ms;
July 2015
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// FOC configurations
Write value of 0x3D to register
0x69;
// enable ACC FOC with target value set to X
environment
Write value of 0x7D to register 0x69;

= 0g; Y = 0g and Z = +1g
// optional, also enable GYR FOC

// trigger FOC
Write value of 0x03 to register 0x7E;
Delay 250ms;
Write value of 0x00 to register 0x69;

// trigger FOC for both ACC and GYR
// the maximum time from datasheet
// disable both ACC and GYR FOC

// enable new offsets
value = read register 0x77;
value = value | 0x40;
Write value to register 0x77;

// read register 0x77
// set acc_off_en bit
// now the new zero-g offsets will take effect

value = value | 0x80;
Write value to register 0x77;

// set gyr_off_en bit
// the new zero-rate offsets will take effect

}
The new offset values will be automatically written to image registers 0x71 for ACC_X, 0x72 for
ACC_Y and 0x73 for ACC_Z axis respectively after the FOC is triggered.
3.2

Sample code for writing new offsets to NVM

After the image registers from 0x71 to 0x77 have new offset values available, the last step of
BMI160 inline calibration is to write these new offset values from image registers to NVM.
The following pseudo code shows how to write the offset values to NVM.
void BMI160_writing_NVM(void)
{
Write value of 0x02 to register 0x6A;
Write value of 0xA0 to register 0x7E;
Loop: Val = Read register 0x1B;
If ((VAL & 0x10) == 0), then go to Loop;
Else,
Write value of 0x00 to register 0x6A;
}

// set the nvm_prog_en bit to unlock NVM
// start writing NVM
// read status register 0x1B to variable VAL
// NVM writing is ongoing if bit-4 nvm_rdy = 0
// NVM writing is done. Lock NVM and exit

The new offset values that have been written to NVM will be automatically loaded to image
registers when BMI160 is powered on next time.
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Engineering Samples are marked with an asterisk (*) or (e) or (E). Samples may vary from the
valid technical specifications of the product series contained in this data sheet. They are
therefore not intended or fit for resale to third parties or for use in end products. Their sole
purpose is internal client testing. The testing of an engineering sample may in no way replace
the testing of a product series. Bosch Sensortec assumes no liability for the use of engineering
samples. The Purchaser shall indemnify Bosch Sensortec from all claims arising from the use of
engineering samples.
4.2

Product use

Bosch Sensortec products are developed for the consumer goods industry. They may only be
used within the parameters of this product data sheet. They are not fit for use in life-sustaining
or security sensitive systems. Security sensitive systems are those for which a malfunction is
expected to lead to bodily harm or significant property damage. In addition, they are not fit for
use in products which interact with motor vehicle systems.
The resale and/or use of products are at the purchaser’s own risk and his own responsibility.
The examination of fitness for the intended use is the sole responsibility of the Purchaser.
The purchaser shall indemnify Bosch Sensortec from all third party claims arising from any
product use not covered by the parameters of this product data sheet or not approved by Bosch
Sensortec and reimburse Bosch Sensortec for all costs in connection with such claims.
The purchaser must monitor the market for the purchased products, particularly with regard to
product safety, and inform Bosch Sensortec without delay of all security relevant incidents.
4.3

Application examples and hints

With respect to any examples or hints given herein, any typical values stated herein and/or any
information regarding the application of the device, Bosch Sensortec hereby disclaims any and
all warranties and liabilities of any kind, including without limitation warranties of noninfringement of intellectual property rights or copyrights of any third party. The information given
in this document shall in no event be regarded as a guarantee of conditions or characteristics.
They are provided for illustrative purposes only and no evaluation regarding infringement of
intellectual property rights or copyrights or regarding functionality, performance or error has
been made.
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